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VAXXED II: The People’s Truth
SYNOPSIS
In 2016, a media firestorm erupted when Tribeca Film Festival abruptly censored its documentary
selection, VAXXED: FROM COVER-UP TO CATASTROPHE, amid pressure from propharmaceutical interests.
In response to media silence on CDC whistleblower, Dr. William Thompson, who admitted to fraud
on a pivotal vaccine safety study, VAXXED catapulted to notoriety and became a worldwide
trending topic, opening to sold out theater audiences nationwide.
Stunned by the immense volume of parents lining up outside the theaters with vaccine injury
stories to share, VAXXED producer Polly Tommey began to livestream worldwide reaching
millions, and a community that had once been silenced were empowered to rise up.
In VAXXED II: THE PEOPLE'S TRUTH, Polly and the team travel over 50,000 miles in the USA
and around the world. Interviews of parents and doctors with nothing to gain and everything to lose
exposed the vaccine injury epidemic and asked the question on every parent’s mind, “Are vaccines
really as safe and effective as we’ve been told?”

RATING
Unrated
Vaxxed II: The People’s Truth contains images, videos, and verbal stories from parents of children
who were injured or killed by adverse vaccine reactions. Some people may find this content
distressing. Viewer discretion is advised, and parents are encouraged by the filmmakers to view
the film themselves before deciding whether it is appropriate for their children to attend.

RELEASE DETAILS
November 6, 2019
Due to ongoing censorship efforts, VAXXED II: THE PEOPLE’S TRUTH is not able to follow
traditional press timelines, or provide information on the nature of the release.
On November 6, 2019, more than 50 screenings will take place across the United States in a
variety of venue types, and operated by individuals, and several organizations. Many of these
screenings have already sold out despite intentionally avoiding public attention.
From November 7, the ‘Vaxxed Bus’ will go on a brief tour to several screenings and events.
As information becomes available, press releases will be issued. To be on the list to receive these,
please email press@vaxxed.com with the subject line “Press List Addition.”
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VAXXED & VAXXED II – THE BACKSTORY
In 2013, biologist Dr. Brian Hooker received a call from a Senior Scientist at the U.S. Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) who led the agency’s pivotal, but now questionable, 2004
study on the Measles-Mumps-Rubella (MMR) vaccine and its link to autism.
The scientist, Dr. William Thompson, confessed that the CDC had omitted critical data in their final
report that revealed a causal relationship between the MMR vaccine and autism. Over several
months, Dr. Hooker records the phone calls made to him by Dr. Thompson who provided the
confidential data destroyed by his colleagues at the CDC.
Dr. Hooker enlisted the help of Dr. Andrew Wakefield, the British gastroenterologist falsely accused
of starting the anti-vax movement in 1998 with his paper on a unique inflammatory bowel disease.
In his ongoing effort to advocate for children’s health, and recognizing the failure of the news
media to report on the CDC Whistleblower, Dr. Wakefield directed Vaxxed: From Cover-Up to
Catastrophe to examine the evidence behind the appalling cover-up committed by the government
agency charged with protecting the health of American citizens.
Vaxxed was accepted into and announced in the lineup of the 2016 Tribeca Film Festival with the
support of co-founder Robert De Niro, whose then wife believed that vaccinations played a role in
their son’s diagnosis of Autism. Amid unprecedented controversy and calls for censorship, Tribeca
pulled Vaxxed from its lineup, after which, De Niro made several television appearances endorsing
the film, stating “Everyone should see this film and make up their own mind.”
On April 1, 2016, Vaxxed premiered at the prestigious Angelika Film Center (NYC) to sold out
audiences, continuing for several weeks and launching into a national release that grossed over
$1.4 million at the box office. Following the theatrical release, Vaxxed opened up to a theatrical-ondemand release, with 400+ additional screening across the country and sold out theaters and
events in several countries around the world. The documentary was also streamed and released
on DVD, with the DVD often trending above several newly released blockbuster films on Amazon
charts.
From the initial release in Manhattan at the Angelika, parents began to approach producer, Polly
Tommey, whose story and son Billy are featured in the film, to share their own story of vaccine
injury. Parents who were called crazy by their doctor after they saw the reactions in their children,
parents whose doctors told them their children were the one-in-a-million sacrificial lamb for herd
immunity, parents who have felt alone, censored, terrified, and trapped in silence, had somewhere
to go, and someone to talk to. Recognizing the every-growing censorship battle ahead of an
already marginalized community, Tommey took out her cell phone and began to live-stream these
stories.
From April 2016, Tommey travelled the country, documenting thousands of stories from people
who have experienced vaccine injury, and the doctors who treat them. Often dubbed anti-vaxxers,’
they often prefer the term ‘ex-vaxxer,’ to show they were once in favor of vaccinations, and
received their vaccinations, only to find out the hard way that the risk-benefit ratio was not what
they’d been told. The ‘Vaxxed Nation’ bus tour collected the names of those throughout the tour
who shared their story, or wanted the name of their injured loved one listed on the bus. To date,
there are 7,000 names signed on the tour bus.
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ABOUT THE FILMMAKERS
DIRECTOR: Brian Burrowes is a Canadian producer, editor,
motion graphic and visual effects artist who resides in Austin,
Texas. Burrowes has worked in film and television, producing,
editing and creating visual effects for feature films,
documentaries, and numerous television commercials for clients
ranging from ESPN to Time Warner Cable. As a cinematographer
he has filmed behind the scenes for Troublemaker Studio’s
productions of Predators, Spy Kids 4 and Sin City 2, as well as
second unit photography on Bright Shining City Production’s
Deeper and Deeper. Brian first teamed up with Andrew Wakefield
and Polly Tommey as co-producer and editor of the awardwinning documentary Who Killed Alex Spourdalakis?, and then in
2016 for Vaxxed: From Cover-Up to Catastrophe which was an
official selection at Tribeca Film Festival before being controversially pulled from the lineup, and
releasing to sold-out audiences at the prestigious Angelika Film Center in Manhattan, and across
the country. In 2018, Burrowes co-founded Tommey Burrowes Productions with Toby Tommey and
set about directing Vaxxed II: The People’s Truth, the sequel to Vaxxed: From Cover-Up to
Catastrophe.
PRODUCER: Tobias Tommey is the son of Polly and Jonathan,
and brother to Bella and Billy, the latter of whom has autism.
Growing up, media and production became second nature to
Tommey, as he worked behind the scenes at the Autism Media
Channel, the Autism Mother’s show, and The Autism File
magazine. Recognizing the urgency of the vaccine-crisis in the
country, and the growing power of independent media, Tommey
put aside his college studies in business management to join the
Vaxxed Nation Tour, helping to document and publish the stories
on the ground of families not unlike his own, living with vaccine
injury. Tommey joined forces with Brian Burrowes in creating a
Roku channel for the team, now hosting more than 500 videos, in
an effort to fight the ongoing censorship of parent stories. In 2018, Tommey co-founded Tommey
Burrowes Productions with Brian Burrowes and set about producing the sequel to Vaxxed, his first
feature film, Vaxxed II: The People’s Truth.
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FEATURED EXPERTS
Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.
Executive Producer of Vaxxed II: The People’s Truth

Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. serves as Chairman of the Board and Chief Legal
Counsel for Children’s Health Defense, President of Waterkeeper Alliance,
and is of counsel to Morgan & Morgan, a nationwide personal injury practice.
He was previously Chief Prosecuting Attorney for the Hudson Riverkeeper,
Senior Attorney for the Natural Resources Defense Council, and a Clinical
Professor and Supervising Attorney at Pace University School of Law’s
Environmental Litigation Clinic. His reputation as a resolute defender of the environment and
children’s health stems from a litany of successful legal actions. Mr. Kennedy was named one of
Time magazine’s “Heroes for the Planet” for his success helping Riverkeeper lead the fight to
restore the Hudson River. The group’s achievement helped spawn 300 Waterkeeper organizations
across the globe.
Mr. Kennedy is a former co-host of Ring of Fire on Air America Radio. Earlier in his career he
served as Assistant District Attorney in New York City. He has worked on environmental issues
across the Americas and has assisted several indigenous tribes in Latin America and Canada in
successfully negotiating treaties protecting traditional homelands. He is credited with leading the
fight to protect New York City’s water supply. The New York City watershed agreement, which he
negotiated on behalf of environmentalists and New York City watershed consumers, is regarded as
an international model in stakeholder consensus negotiations and sustainable development. Mr.
Kennedy has a long list of published books including the New York Times’ bestseller, Crimes
Against Nature. Mr. Kennedy is a graduate of Harvard University. He studied at the London School
of Economics and received his law degree from the University of Virginia Law School. Following
graduation, he attended Pace University School of Law, where he was awarded a Masters Degree
in Environmental Law.
Polly Tommey
Executive Producer of Vaxxed II: The People’s Truth

Polly Tommey is the mother of Billy Tommy, whose vaccine injury story is
prominently featured in Vaxxed: From Cover-Up to Catastrophe. Following an
MMR vaccination at 13 months, Billy suffered seizures and was rushed to
hospital. Doctors advised the Tommeys that Billy was having a reaction to his
MMR vaccination, but would recover. Instead, Billy lost several acquired skills
and struggled to reach developmental milestones thereafter. Billy was diagnosed with Autism and
will require care for the rest of his life.
Tommey is a film producer known for Who Killed Alex Spourdalkis? (2015), Vaxxed: From CoverUp to Catastrophe (2016), and Vaxxed II: The People’s Truth. She is a book author, founding
Editor-in-Chief of the world’s preeminent autism magazine The Autism File, and the co-founder of
the Autism Media Channel.
An outspoken autism advocate and founder of the Autism Trust in the UK and US, Tommey has
appeared in print and television media around the globe, gone head-to-head with top political
leaders, and never compromised her position on telling the truth about vaccine injury. For 20 years,
Tommey’s life mission has been committed to warning parents of the documented side effects of
vaccines. Polly created the Vaxxed Bus Tour traveling to over 40 cities, and documented stories of
vaccine reactions and injuries, as seen in Vaxxed II: The People’s Truth.
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Dr. Suzanne Humphries
Science Advisor to Vaxxed II: The People’s Truth

Dr. Humphries is a conventionally educated medical doctor who was a
participant in conventional hospital systems from 1989 until 2011 as an
internist and nephrologist. After writing vaccine orders for thousands of
dialysis patients, she was jolted into research when two of her patients
complained that their kidneys shut down after having vaccines. What she
found in the historic and current medical literature was very different to the limited sound bites she
learned about vaccines in her medical education. Her current board certifications can be found
here.
Dr. Humphries left her conventional hospital position in good standing, of her own volition in 2011,
and is currently board certified in internal medicine, and formerly boarded in nephrology.
Since leaving the conventional medical system, she’s been furthering her research into the medical
literature on vaccines, immunity, history, and functional medicine. Further background and her CV
can be found here. Her two best-selling books are titled Dissolving Illusions and Rising From The
Dead.
Dr. Brian Hooker
Science Advisor to Vaxxed II: The People’s Truth

Dr. Brian Hooker, PhD, PE, is a Professor of Biology at Simpson University in
Redding, California, where he specializes in chemistry and biology
coursework. Dr. Hooker also served as a Senior Process Consultant at ARES
Corporation, working closely on process design for the environment
restoration industry. His design efforts focused on industrial biotechnology and chemical
engineering principles. Dr. Hooker dedicated over 15 years as a bioengineer and the team leader
for the High Throughput Biology Team and Operations Manager of the DOE Genomics: Genomes
to Life (GTL) Center for Molecular and Cellular Systems at the Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory (PNNL). Dr. Hooker managed applied plant and fungal molecular biology research
projects at the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, where systems biology researchers are
focused on understanding gene and protein networks involved in individual cell signaling,
communication between cells in communities, and cellular metabolic pathways.
In 1985, Dr. Hooker earned his Bachelors of Science degree in chemical engineering, from
California State Polytechnic University, and his Masters of Science degree in 1988 and doctorate
in 1990, both in biochemical engineering, from Washington State University. Dr. Hooker has many
accomplishments to his credit including: co-inventor for five patents, recipient of the Battelle
Entrepreneurial Award in 2001, and a Federal Laboratory Consortium Recognition Award in 1999,
for his work on “Reactive Transport in 3-Dimensions.” The breadth of Hooker’s over 60 science and
engineering papers have been published in internationally recognized, peer reviewed journals.
Dr. Hooker’s son is vaccine-injured. His investigations into CDC data led to the CDC
Whistleblower, Dr. William Thompson, coming forward, and the creation of the documentary film
Vaxxed: From Cover-Up to Catastrophe, in which Dr. Hooker was featured. Dr. Hooker is a board
member at Focus For Health as well as Children’s Health Defense, and is a science adviser on
Vaxxed II: The People’s Truth.
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Marcella Piper-Terry
Marcella Piper-Terry is an independent researcher, writer, speaker and
activist. She is the founder of VaxTruth.org, which informs parents of their
legal right to exemptions from vaccination. The website has published nearly
200 original articles on vaccination and vaccine-injuries, and placed billboards
in multiple states to educate parents on school vaccine exemptions.
Marcella received a Master of Science degree in psychology in 1997 from the University of South
Alabama, where she completed a dual track, in clinical and experimental concentrations. Marcella
graduated at the top of her class and received the honor of “Outstanding Graduate Student in
Psychology.” She was recognized by the American Psychological Foundation in 1996 as recipient
of the APF’s Graduate Research Scholarship Award for Excellence in Academic Research.
Following receipt of her M.S. degree, Marcella was accepted as a Ph.D. candidate at George
Washington University in Washington, D.C., where she received full funding and a teaching
assistantship. It was at this time that Marcella’s daughter suffered a serious vaccine-reaction after
her “kindergarten shots” and Marcella made the decision to leave the Ph.D. program to devote
more time to caring for her daughter.
Since 1999, Marcella has worked as a neuropsychological evaluator, educational advocate,
psychotherapist, behavior analyst, and biomedical consultant. She attended the Defeat Autism
Now! Clinical Training in 2007 and worked as a DAN provider, assisting families of vaccine-injured
children in assessing and addressing the underlying medical conditions contributing to their
children’s “autism” diagnosis. In 2015, Marcella joined forces with Michelle Ford of the VaccineInjury Awareness League (V-IAL) and became one of the founding organizers of the CDC Rally for
Truth, Transparency, and Freedom, which seeks to bring justice to the many families whose
children have been harmed or killed by vaccines.
Del Bigtree
Del Bigtree spent a decade celebrating great doctors, cutting edge surgeries
and medical breakthroughs as a producer on The Dr. Phil Show and the CBS
medical talk show, The Doctors. It was a routine investigation in 2014 into the
story of a whistleblower at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) that catapulted Bigtree into the vaccine debate. When every news
agency in television, including The Doctors, refused to cover the story of Dr.
William Thompson, a senior scientist at the CDC who had provided over 10,000 documents to
support his claim that the agency had destroyed scientific evidence proving a connection between
vaccines and autism, Bigtree put his career on the line and left network television to make one of
the most controversial documentaries in history: Vaxxed: From Cover-Up To Catastrophe, which
released in 2016. After Vaxxed was announced in the official line-up of the Tribeca Film Festival,
controversy kicked in and the film was abruptly pulled. The team rushed the film to theaters,
opening to sold out audiences nationwide, as Vaxxed became a worldwide trending topic on social
media.
Bigtree co-founded the non-profit Informed Consent Action Network (ICAN), and is the host of a
rapidly growing online talk show The HighWire. ICAN has launched several legislative and legal
efforts in regard to vaccine safety and government accountability. A lawsuit filed by ICAN, in
partnership with Robert F. Kennedy Jr., forced the Department of Health & Human Services (HHS)
to admit (evidenced here) decades of non-compliance with their legislative responsibility to submit
bi-annual reports to Congress detailing actions taken to ensure vaccine safety, forcing 78 million
American children into a vaccine program with no safety provisions.
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Dr. Andrew Wakefield
Dr. Andrew Wakefield is an academic gastroenterologist and filmmaker. He
received his medical degree from St. Mary’s Hospital Medical School, London
in 1981. He qualified as Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons in 1985 and
trained as a gastrointestinal surgeon with a particular interest in inflammatory
bowel disease. He was awarded a Wellcome Trust Traveling Fellowship to
study small-intestinal transplantation in Toronto, and was made a Fellow of the
Royal College of Pathologists in the U.K. in 2001. Dr. Wakefield has published 140+ scientific
papers, reviews, and book chapters.
In 1995, he was contacted by the parent of an autistic child with stomach issues. He heard from
several other parents that their children’s regressive behavior immediately followed an MMR
vaccine, and started investigating a possible role between gastrointestinal issues, the MMR
vaccine, and neurological injury in children with a study of twelve children who had both stomach
and developmental issues. The results of the study were submitted to The Lancet for publication in
February 1998. The paper, which has become one of the most misrepresented in medical history,
specifically stated: “We did not prove an association between measles, mumps, and rubella
vaccine and the syndrome described…”
As parent concern about MMR vaccination safety grew, Dr. Wakefield recommended the use of the
single dose measles, mumps and rubella vaccinations to provide children with the same immunity.
An increasing number of parents opted for the single vaccines, and a growing anti-MMR sentiment
threatened the bottom lines of manufacturers GlaxoSmithKline and Merck. The response from the
government was to withdraw the single dose importation licenses, removing choice from parents
who wanted to vaccinate, and making the return of measles inevitable.
In 2004, freelance journalist Brian Deer published an article in the Sunday Paper (News Corp),
claiming that Dr. Wakefield had committed fraud, attacking his ethics, claiming unreported conflicts
of financial interests, and falsifying research data. As 11 of Dr. Wakefield’s co-authors stepped
back from the controversy, he and co-author Professor John Walker-Smith refused to do so,
subsequently becoming the focus of well-organized and well-funded slander. Deer’s allegations led
the General Medical Council (GMC) to revoke Dr. Wakefield and Professor Walker-Smith’s
licenses to practice medicine.
On appeal, the English High Court overturned the allegations made against the paper, and
Professor Walker-Smith who had appealed his license revocation. While Dr. Wakefield did not
have the funds to appeal his revocation, the accusations against him were near identical. Despite
Professor Walker-Smith’s reinstatement, and High Court Justice Mitting finding the GMC’s
determination to be “superficial and inadequate,” this garnered little media attention in comparison
to the repeated reporting of Dr. Wakefield’s still-revoked license, and the now decidedly false
claims made against him.
Since moving to the USA, he co-founded the Autism Media Channel with Polly Tommey with the
goal of countering the pharmaceutical marketing and advertising juggernaut and the biased
corporate-owned media. Together they produced the award-winning documentary, Who Killed Alex
Spourdalkis? (2015), which was Wakefield’s directorial debut, and Vaxxed: From Cover-Up to
Catastrophe (2016), which was accepted and then controversially pulled from the prestigious
Tribeca Film Festival in 2016, before opening to sold out audiences nationwide.
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CREDIT BLOCK
TOMMEY BURROWES PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS “VAXXED II: THE PEOPLE’S TRUTH”
MUSIC BY OBJECT PRODUCTIONS, MARK KRANJCEC EDITED BY BRIAN BURROWES
CO-PRODUCER JOY & STEVEN DUPOIS, LYN REDWOOD, QUINTO BROTHERS
SUPERVISING PRODUCER ERIK WHITMYRE
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER ROBERT F. KENNEDY Jr., POLLY TOMMEY, KAY & CHARLES CHILTON
PRODUCED BY TOBIAS TOMMEY DIRECTED BY BRIAN BURROWES

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON VACCINATION
THE VACCINE INJURY TABLE
The NVICP, which operates through the U.S. Court of Federal Claims, has a list of medical events
where it is presumed to be the side effect of a vaccination provided no other causes is found.
These are found in The National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act Reporting and Compensation
Tables (VIT) or “table injuries”.
The full list of table injuries can be found here. It encompasses allergic reactions such as
anaphylaxis, injection based side effects like shoulder injuries, and neurological injuries including
encephalopathy (brain swelling) and subsequent brain damage.
Compensation payments from the NVICP have averaged $782,136 as of 2011, and as of 2019,
over $4 billion has been paid out to vaccine injured families.
If a child or adult suffers an injury outside of the acknowledged table injuries, the process can
become far more difficult and expensive to achieve compensation, because the onus falls on the
injured person to acquire expert medical testimony, specialist reports, and substantial medical
tests.
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THE 1986 ‘VACCINE INJURY ACT’
In 1902, the U.S. Biologics Control Act initiated the regulation of vaccines.
Product liability law evolved through the early 1900s, and made it possible for individuals harmed
by a vaccine to sue the manufacturer for harm caused by an improperly made vaccine, or a
physician for administering a vaccine when it was contraindicated.
In 1955, The Cutter Incident resulted in approximately 200 people being paralyzed and 10 dying,
after contracting polio from the Salk polio vaccine, despite the manufacturers adhering to
government regulations in production. While most cases were settled out of court with
compensation paid by the manufacturers, the case of Gottsdanker v. Cutter Laboratories was
heard on appeal by the California Supreme Court, and the justices upheld that the manufacturer
was liable for the injury despite not being negligent in its design or manufacturing.
In the 1970s and 1980s, lawsuits against vaccine manufacturers increased drastically, in particular
due to the DPT vaccine which is a triple dose vaccine for diphtheria, pertussis (whooping cough),
and Tetanus. Due to the overwhelming cost of compensating vaccine injuries, several companies
began to cease manufacturing DPT and other vaccines.
In 1986, the U.S. Congress passed the National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act (NCVIA). The act
contained regulations around informed consent and adverse event reporting. The entity
administering a vaccine is legally required to provide the recipient or legal guardian with a Vaccine
Information Statement (VIS) that lists the risks and benefits of the vaccine. Additionally, the NCVIA
established the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) in 1990.
Approximately 30,000 adverse events are reported each year to VAERS, however, since VAERS is
a voluntary system where anyone including a parent can report an event, the database is often
disregarded by proponents of vaccination, citing that correlation does not equal causation.
Between 10 and 15% of the adverse events reported include a serious medical event such as lifethreatening illness, disability, or death. It was the intention of VAERS that the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) would monitor the data, and investigate the events to try and
determine causality.
In 1998, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) established the National
Vaccine Injury Compensation Program (NVICP) as a part of the NCVIA, which removed legal and
financial liability from vaccine manufacturers for any injuries or deaths sustained from their
vaccines. From 1998 onward in the U.S., anyone injured by a vaccine, whether due to faulty
manufacturing, being incorrectly administered a vaccine, or something else, could no longer take
legal action against their doctor or the pharmaceutical company who produced it.
The NVICP is funded by a tax of $0.75 per vaccine dose, which, while paid by the pharmaceutical
company, is passed onto the consumer in the price of the vaccination. All vaccines on the CDC
recommended vaccination schedule, are covered by the NVICP.
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GARDASIL / HPV VACCINE
Information provided by the authors of The HPV Vaccine on Trial
Mary Holland, M.A., J.D., is a former Research Scholar and Director of the Graduate
Lawyering Program at NYU School of Law. She is the co-author and co-editor of books
Vaccine Epidemic and The HPV Vaccine on Trial.
Kim Mack Rosenberg, J.D., is a lawyer in private practice and lives in New York City,
Mack Rosenberg is a co-author of The HPV Vaccine on Trial.
Eileen Iorio has practiced in the financial and health fields and lives outside New York
City. Iorio is a co-author of The HPV Vaccine on Trial.
-

HPV vaccines have never been proven to prevent cancer of any kind. The Merck Gardasil
and Gardasil 9 clinical trials showed that the vaccines reduce abnormal cervical growth, not
cervical or any other cancer. Merck’s cancer prevention promise will take decades to verify.
The median age of diagnosis for cervical cancer in the US is 50.

-

HPV vaccine inventor Ian Frazer acknowledges that “[C]ervical cancer screening if used
and promoted effectively would be almost entirely able to prevent” cervical cancer deaths in
countries like the US and Australia, without HPV vaccines.

-

No participants in the original HPV clinical trials received true saline placebos, and the
clinical trials never investigated the vaccine’s possible effects on human fertility or potential
to cause cancer.

-

The clinical trials show that the vaccines can backfire and contribute to HPV lesions, and
potentially cancer, in some women. Despite this, neither the manufacturers nor government
agencies recommend prescreening to eliminate those with clear risk factors.

-

The US government earns millions in royalties from Merck and GSK, the vaccine
manufacturers, for its role in the invention of HPV vaccine technology.

-

Although the US government proclaims HPV vaccine safe and effective, it has paid out
millions of dollars to compensate families for death, brain injury, multiple sclerosis,
ulcerative colitis, and other severe, debilitating conditions.
Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS)
Total Reported Adverse Events on HPV vaccine through March 14, 2019

Death
Life threatening
Disability
Hospitalization
Prolonged Hospitalization
Emergency Room
Total Adverse Events

480
974
2,939
6,160
295
15,406
61,552

Source: https://wonder.cdc.gov/vaers.html

It is estimated that less than 1% of adverse reactions are reported to VAERS.

